Tools you can trust.

PB Tools are available from: MARYLAND METRICS
Screwdriver

Proven shape
World-renowned red transparent ridged handle. Tried and tested over decades of use. Fits comfortably in the hand. No pain even after long use. High resistance to shock. Easy to clean.

Enduring good looks
Special spring steel alloy blade. Nickel and chrome plated for protection against rust.

Insulated blade
For electric applications. Tested up to 1000 Volts in accordance with IEC 60900 standard.

High precision tip
Parallel tip ensures perfect fit with slotted screw. Reduces risk of ‘camming’ screw head.
Screwdriver with multicraft® handle

**Powerful torque**
Extra-wide multicraft® handle provides greatest torque possible. Special roughened surface stops slipping when hands are wet or oily.

**Hand-friendly shape**
Powerful pressure without pain thanks to the rounded smooth handle end.

**Renowned quality**
Tip is famous for its consistent hardness and accurate dimensions. This guarantees renowned PB quality.
Powerful torque
Extra-wide multicraft® handle provides greatest torque possible. Special roughened surface stops slipping when hands are wet or oily.

Efficient twisting
Built-in clutch enables swift, smooth tightening. Switch from clockwise to anti-clockwise to lock with one hand.

Size compatible
Magnetic bit-holder for the entire range of bits with 6 mm fitting (C6). Available in various blade lengths.
Precision screwdriver for electronics

Work with precision
Effortless use thanks to slim design.

Fine adjustments
Turnable handle-cap makes fast twisting and fine adjustments easier.

Slender design
Special long and slender blades available for recessed and difficult positions.

Non-slip surface
Special PB handle material provides non-slip surface.

Small but powerful
Tough steel and ultimate precision – essential for a tool of this small size.
Long work life
Centre piece is made of steel.

Controlled hammering
Cushioned recoil. On impact, discs built into head are forced downwards. Accurate striking with full force is made easy.

Easy exchange
Shaft and head are securely fastened but are easy to replace.

Non-rebounding nylon hammer
Brad punch

Long life
Special PB spring steel alloy gives exceptional toughness, great hardness, long life.

Double-tempered for safety
Absolutely shatter-proof impact head.

Attractive protective finish
Nickel and chrome plated surface gives good grip and protects against corrosion.
Slot chisel

Shock-resistant head
Inductively heat-treated. Absolutely shatter-proof.

High-quality powder coating
Gives good grip and protects surface.
Hexagon key with ball-end

Easy application
Slightly chamfered edges make fitting into hexagon socket screws easy.

30° angle
Precision-shaped ball head. Hexagon socket screws can be turned on an angle.
Highest quality swiss tools for demanding jobs

The environment is our concern
Our environmental management system has international certification (ISO 14001), guaranteeing environmentally friendly production and responsible use of raw materials.

Optimum strength
Our heat treatment gives our tools a high degree of strength.

Extremely long life
Our special steel alloy guarantees a lifetime of service.

Unique features
The special material for handles gives our tools unique qualities: tough, shock-resistant, easy to grip, unaffected by oil and fuel.

Automated production
Highest quality and extremely competitive prices are achieved by automated production.
the most

More and more clients all over the world are choosing PB tools.

**Supreme quality**
Our Quality Assurance System has international certification (ISO 9001). Consistent quality is guaranteed by in-house production from the raw material to the finished product.

**Lifetime guarantee**
Continuous quality inspections enable us to give you a lifetime guarantee on all our hand tools.

**Tracing the manufacturing process**
The five-digit serial number enables us to trace production from the raw material stage.

**Continuous improvement**
Our own development department ensures state-of-the-art quality and an expanding range of products for our international clientele.
Quality is our watchword

A growing worldwide customer base uses PB tools. Over the decades, PB Baumann Ltd. has grown from a small workshop into a modern, innovative industrial corporation. The family firm from the Emmental district has 130 employees and produces several million high-quality tools annually in plants at Wasen and Sumiswald. We place equal emphasis on environmentally friendly production and a competitive price structure. To serve our clients better, PB is constantly developing new and even better quality tools. Our international presence is being expanded by our employees and clients. In this way we can guarantee jobs and safe tools for many years to come.

Further information:

PB Tools are available from: MARYLAND METRICS
web: http://mdmetric.com email: sales@mdmetric.com
ph: (410)358-3130 (800)638-1830
fx: (410)358-3142 (800)872-9329